Flower Project
Make your Decor Bloom with Paper Flowers
Summer’s on its way and I’m feeling inspired
to make some gorgeous paper flowers to
brighten things up before the hot weather
begins.
The good thing about this project is that you
can create an array of completely unique
large, medium and small flowers by using
just three different styles and sizes of petals
and then adding the shapes of your choice
for the centre. As I went along, I changed the
shapes and the sizes of each of the flowers
to make sure that no two were alike. The
patterns shown in this tutorial are to be used
as a general guide; let your imagination lead
the way and get ready to be amazed at the
dazzling results you can get!
If you want to design your own flower,
it’s simple! Draw the petal of your choice
(preferably a large one) on an 8½” X 11”
sheet of paper. Scan the drawing with your
ScanNCut and then save the design. Later
on, you can reduce the size by 15% or more,
as you like, to make the 2 or 3 sizes of petals
you’ll need to make each flower.
Here are the steps for making the flowers.
Have fun!
Time Required: 1.5 hours
Skill Level: All

MATERIALS REQUIRED
• ScanNCut Machine
• Self-adhesive mat for cutting paper
• Scissors
• Serrated edge scissors
• Multi blade herb scissors (for mini paper strips)
• Thick cardstock type 8½” X 11” coloured paper (100-pack or more)
• Hot glue gun
• Metal wire
• Plastic stick for folding the cardboard – scoring tool
• Pencils (any colour, with large and small circumferences)
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Flower Project
To begin, save my flower designs on a USB drive. They are already converted to SVG, so they are ready for your
machine. Make sure you have enough for the number of flowers you want to make.
Once the USB drive is in the machine, go to the Saved data section and then, select the USB drive

on the machine and then select one of the petal designs; enlarge or shrink the pattern however you like.

Next, place your sheet of coloured paper on the standard self-adhesive mat and set your blade to 5 (since you are
using cardstock)
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Flower Project
and then use the ScanNCut to cut your petal

The smaller petals can be placed two per sheet.
You’ll need a circle as a guide; one is already in the machine’s designs (BA-A045). This circle will serve as the base
for attaching your petals. To make the flowers, your circle should be 6½” for a large flower, 5” for a medium flower
and 3½” for a small flower.

Finally, to create the centre, you will need strips that are 1½” wide and 11” long; several designs
(BO-A001, BO-A006, BO-A007) are already in the machine.
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Flower Project
Once all has been cut:

In the centre of each petal, cut a notch up halfway with your scissors.

Using the differently sized pencils, gently roll the edges of the petals to create angles that curve inwards
or outwards.
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Flower Project
 lace a little hot glue on the base, to the left of the first petal and stick the right part to it.
P
The overlapping layers of cardboard will give dimension to your flower. Repeat this step for each petal.

Attach the first petal to your circle with hot glue. To do this, place the glue on the left part of the petal only,
so that another piece can be inserted on the right side.
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Flower Project
Continue this way until the first row of petals is complete. Finish by attaching all the right sides that are still not
glued to secure your petals together.

Then, make the next rows by staggering the petals slightly towards the inside of the flower.

Since the centres of my flowers were all different, I’ll show only two styles, but feel free to let your imagination
go wild!
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Flower Project
The centre of this flower is a lot of fun to make! First, cut four straight paper strips 2” wide and 8.5” long and use
your multi blade herb scissors to cut along the width to create a grass effect. Then, roll each strip one after the other,
using hot glue to hold them. For your centre to be nice and round, open the pieces of paper and spread out the ends
to make them look really full! You could also mix different colours of paper to create a multi-coloured effect. For a
more striking result, you have to be bold! Finish by attaching the centre to the middle of your flower and hold it in
place until the glue is completely hardened.
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Flower Project
To make the other kind of centre shown, here are the styles of strips that you can select with the machine
(BA-A104, BA-A107, BA-A047, BA-A046). Then, glue each of them to the ends to create loops. Attach these loops
to the centre of your flowers with hot glue. The more you attach, the fuller and more beautiful it will look.

If you want to add fun patterns to the centres of each flower, here are some styles that might be interesting
to attach before adding your centre to the middle (AR-A033, AR-A032, AR-A031).
For monochromatic flowers, use the same colours as the centres. For multi-coloured flowers, use a mix of colours for
a nice contrasting effect. If you want your flowers to have more volume, fold your basic model in half, then accordion
style for added dimension!
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Flower Project
I used hot glue to attach a small wire folded in half, between a petal and its circle on the back of each flower,
making them easy to hang on the wall.

For the leaves, I simply stuck them to the wall with adhesive putty.
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Now you’re ready to welcome summer!
I hope you enjoyed creating your bunch of beautiful blooms as much as I did!

Natacha Watier
Designer, artist and founder
of Coup de Pinceau Magazine.
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